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Abstract
In first-passage percolation, we place i.i.d. continuous weights at the edges of Z2
and consider the weighted graph metric. A distance-minimizing path between points x
and y is called a geodesic, and a bigeodesic is a doubly-infinite path whose segments are
geodesics. It is a famous conjecture that almost surely, there are no bigeodesics. In the
‘90s, Licea-Newman showed that, under a curvature assumption on the “asymptotic
shape,” all infinite geodesics have an asymptotic direction, and there is a full measure
set D ⊂ [0, 2pi) such that for any θ ∈ D, there are no bigeodesics with one end directed
in direction θ. In this paper, we show that there are no bigeodesics with one end
directed in any deterministic direction, assuming the shape boundary is differentiable.
This rules out existence of ground state pairs for the related disordered ferromagnet
whose interface has a deterministic direction. Furthermore, it resolves the Benjamini-
Kalai-Schramm “midpoint problem” [5, p. 1976] under the extra assumption that the
limit shape boundary is differentiable.
1 Introduction
Consider first-passage percolation (FPP) on Z2. The model is defined as follows. Let (te) be
a collection of non-negative random variables, one assigned to each edge in E2, the nearest-
neighbor edges of Z2. The weighted graph (pseudo-)metric is defined as
T (x, y) = inf
γ:x→y
T (γ),
where γ is any lattice path from x to y; that is, a sequence (x = x0, e0, x1, e1, . . . , en−1, xn = y)
of vertices and edges such that for k = 0, . . . , n− 1, the edge ek ∈ E
2 equals {xk, xk+1}, and
T (γ) is the passage time of γ:
T (γ) =
∑
e∈γ
te.
∗The research of M. D. is supported by NSF grant DMS-1419230 and an NSF CAREER grant.
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A minimizing path from x to y in the above definition of T is called a geodesic. Infinite
paths all of whose finite segments are geodesics are called infinite geodesics. A bigeodesic
is an infinite geodesic which is doubly infinite; that is, its vertices are indexed by Z. The
following is a well-known conjecture, attributed by Kesten as a question of Furstenberg [21,
Remark 9.22].
Conjecture 1. Suppose (te) is i.i.d. with continuous distribution. Almost surely there are
no bigeodesics in dimension two.
In this article, we provide new progress toward this conjecture. Below is special case
of Theorem 1, which considers more general translation invariant distributions and weaker
limit shape assumptions. In the statement, a path with vertices x1, x2, . . . has direction θ if
‖xn‖1 →∞ and arg xn → θ. The “limiting shape” is defined below in Section 2.1.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose the collection (te) is i.i.d. with continuous distribution and Ete <∞.
Assume that the model’s limit shape B has a differentiable boundary. Given θ ∈ [0, 2π),
almost surely there are no bigeodesics with one end having direction θ.
Note that there are two main differences between this result and the above conjecture.
First, we assume that ∂B is differentiable. This is expected to be true for all dimensions
and all continuous distributions but, nonetheless, is another well-known conjecture. In Sec-
tion 3.1, we explain how in our general setting, differentiability may be necessary for many
of our results. Second, our statement is about a deterministic direction, whereas the con-
jecture is about all directions simultaneously. Regardless, the most recent progress on this
conjecture was due to Wehr-Woo [28] in ’98 and Licea-Newman [22] in ’96. In Section 3.1, we
will present these results and discuss the degree to which ours improve on them. In contrast
to Licea-Newman’s methods which use curvature and concentration, our analysis is based
on Busemann functions, which are tools introduced from metric space geometry to FPP by
Hoffman in two influential papers in ’05 and ’08 [17, 18]. (Busemann-type limits were also
considered previously by Newman [23] and later by Pimentel [25].)
2 Main results
2.1 Assumptions
We will assume either A1’ or A2’ below. They are conditions from [11] on the probability
space (Ω,Σ,P), where Ω = [0,∞)E
2
and Σ is the product Borel sigma-algebra.
A1’ P is a product measure whose common distribution is continuous and satisfies
E
(
min
1≤i≤4
tei
)2
<∞,
where e1, . . . , e4 are the edges touching the origin.
A2’ P satisfies the conditions of Hoffman [18]:
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(a) P is ergodic with respect to translations of Z2,
(b) P has all the symmetries of Z2,
(c) Et2+ǫe <∞ for some ǫ > 0, and
(d) the limit shape for P is bounded.
Furthermore, we assume that P satisfies a version of unique passage times:
(e) for edge sequences e1, . . . , en and f1, . . . , fm such that at least one ei is not equal
to any of the fi’s, one has
∑
i tei 6=
∑
i tfi almost surely.
Last, we assume the upward finite-energy condition of [11]: writing (te) = (te, tˇ) as the
edge-weight te along with all other edge-weights tˇ = (tf )f 6=e, one has
(f) P(te ≥ λ | tˇ) > 0 almost surely
whenever λ > 0 is such that P(te ≥ λ) > 0.
The last condition means that the supremum of the support of te cannot decrease if we
condition on the other weights.
The limit shape referred to above is the set B ⊂ R2 given by B = {z : g(z) ≤ 1}, and g
is the asymptotic norm for the FPP model (see [3, Theorem 2.1]) given, for each z ∈ R2, by
g(z) = lim
n
T (0, nz)/n almost surely and in L1,
where we have extended the passage time function to all of R2, setting T (z1, z2) = T (z
′
1, z
′
2)
if z′i is the unique lattice point with zi ∈ z
′
i + [0, 1)
2. B is also characterized by the “shape
theorem,” (see [3, Theorem 2.6] and [6]) which says that given ǫ > 0, one has
P ((1− ǫ)B ⊂ B(t)/t ⊂ (1 + ǫ)B for all large t) = 1,
where B(t)/t is the set {z/t : z ∈ B(t)}. There is no simple condition known to guarantee
that the limit shape under condition A2’ is bounded. A1’ and A2’ are sufficient to ensure
that between each x, y ∈ Z2, there is a unique geodesic Γ(x, y) (see [3, Section 4.1]).
2.2 Main FPP results
We say that a path with vertices x1, x2, . . . is directed in a sector S ⊂ [0, 2π) if ‖xn‖1 →∞
and all the limit points of {arg xn : n ≥ 1} lie in S. (Here, 0 and 2π are identified.) Let B
be the limit shape and define
wθ = (cos θ, sin θ) and vθ = wθ/g(wθ) for θ ∈ [0, 2π).
Next, for some θ ∈ [π/4, π/2],
assume ∂B is differentiable at vθ. (2.1)
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(By symmetry of B, we may assume that θ is in this interval.) Let P be the tangent line at
vθ and note that P cannot be a vertical line. Define S to be the sector of angles φ such that
vφ ∈ P . If θ1 is the minimal angle in S and θ2 is the maximal angle in S (the endpoints of
S), then we will furthermore
assume ∂B is differentiable at vθ1 and vθ2 . (2.2)
(Similar definitions are made for general θ ∈ [0, 2π).) Note that by symmetry considerations
and differentability,
0 < θ1 ≤ θ2 < π.
It was pointed out to us by a referee that the arguments of this paper go through if (2.2) is
replaced by the following: vθi is a limit of extreme points of B for each i.
Theorem 1. Assume A1’ or A2’. Further, for θ ∈ [0, 2π), assume (2.1) and (2.2). The
following hold with probability one.
1. For each x ∈ Z2, there is an infinite geodesic Γx that is directed in S such that for any
(possibly random) sequence (xn) directed in S,
Γx = lim
n
Γ(x, xn).
2. For each x, y ∈ Z2, the geodesics Γx and Γy coalesce.
3. There are no bigeodesics with one end directed in S.
In the first item above, we say that a sequence of paths (Γn) converges to a path Γ if for
each k, the first k steps of Γn are eventually equal to the first k steps of Γ. In the second
item, “Γx and Γy coalesce” means that #(Γx∆Γy) <∞.
Remark 1. Apart from being in any fixed direction, the third item above is stronger than that
of Licea-Newman, stated as the second half of part 1 in Theorem 3.1 below. Their theorem
rules out bigeodesics with both ends in fixed directions (outside of an exceptional set), whereas
ours rules out bigeodesics with an end in one fixed direction.
Remark 2. Since bigeodesics with fixed directions cannot exist, one should ask if infinite
geodesics are even required to have directions. (This is why, although part 1 of Theorem 3.1
below does not require a curvature assumption, it is not useful without part 2, which requires
a curvature assumption and asserts that geodesics actually have directions.) One can show
using planarity and the results of [11] that if ∂B is differentiable and either A1’ or A2’ hold,
then the following statements are true with probability one:
1. for all θ, there is an infinite geodesic starting from 0 directed in Sθ and
2. every infinite geodesic is directed in Sθ for some θ.
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Remark 3. The above theorem implies that for such θ, all infinite geodesics that are directed
in S coalesce. This in turn has consequences for competing growth models, and we mention
one example here. Given initial sites x, y ∈ Z2, an infection at x colonizes all sites z with
T (x, z) < T (y, z) (and similarly for y). The sets of sites infected by x or y are each connected
and have union equal to Z2, so they are separated by an interface in the dual lattice. One
can show that if this interface is doubly infinite (that is, both sets are infinite) and one end
is directed in S, then there are disjoint infinite geodesics started from x and y directed in S
and this has zero probability.
Theorem 2. Assume A1’ or A2’. Further, for θ ∈ [0, 2π), assume (2.1) and (2.2). With
probability one, for each x, y ∈ Z2 and (possibly random) sequence (xn) directed in S, the
limit
B(x, y) = lim
n
[T (x, xn)− T (y, xn)]
exists. Furthermore, letting ρ be the unique vector in R2 such that {r ∈ R2 : r · ρ = 1} is the
tangent line to B in direction θ, one has:
1. EB(0, x) = ρ · x for x ∈ Z2.
2. For each ǫ > 0, the set of x ∈ Z2 such that |B(0, x) − ρ · x| > ǫ‖x‖1 is almost surely
finite.
The limit B is sometimes called a Busemann function. See [3, Section 5].
2.3 Connection to the disordered ferromagnet
Our main theorem on bigeodesics has implications for the ground states of disordered ferro-
magnetic spin models. The typical example is the disordered Ising ferromagnet, which we
define below in detail only in two dimensions. Consider the dual lattice defined by
(
Z
2
∗, E
2
∗
)
=
(
Z
2, E2
)
+
(
1
2
,
1
2
)
.
A spin configuration σ is an element (σx)x∈Z2
∗
∈ {+1,−1}Z
2
∗. Let (Jx,y){x,y}∈E2
∗
have joint
distribution µ which is translation-ergodic and with µ(Jx,y > 0) = 1. The (random) energy
of σ relative to the couplings (Jx,y) is defined as
HS(σ) = −
∑
{x,y}∈E2
∗
:x∈S
Jx,yσxσy,
where S is a finite subset of Z2∗. A ground state is defined as a configuration σ such that
whenever σˆ agrees with σ everywhere except on some finite set,
HS(σ) ≤ HS(σˆ) for all finite S ⊂ Z
2
∗.
A fundamental open problem in the study of such spin systems is to determine the number
of ground states for a given (Jx,y). It is conjectured that under some critical dimension (see
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[13] and [26] for predictions for scaling exponents and upper critical dimension), there are
two almost surely (all plus or all minus), and this should include d = 2. There are only
partial rigorous results at this point to support the conjecture, and these come from analysis
of FPP geodesics. To see the connection, we can define an FPP model based on the spin
system by setting te = Jx,y, where e is the edge in the primal lattice which is dual to {x, y}.
Then, as shown in [24, Propositions 1.1-1.2], there are nonconstant ground states in the spin
model if and only if the induced FPP model has bigeodesics.
To argue this, note that if there is a nonconstant ground state σ, the symmetric difference
(set of vertices where spins differ) between σ and the +1 ground state σ+ cannot contain
any finite components. To see why, if such a component S exists, then by the ground state
property, one would have HS(σ) = HS(σ+). However, the spin interactions in both states in
the interior of S are equal, and they differ only on the boundary. This implies the sum of
energy terms for bonds on the boundary must be zero in both states, which is a contradiction
if the coupling distribution is continuous. Therefore any nonconstant ground state must have
a two-sided (and circuitless) infinite (primal lattice) path of edges dual to bonds {x, y} with
σx = −σy . We call such a path an interface. This interface can be seen to be a bigeodesic
for the induced FPP model.
The results of Licea-Newman (Theorem 3.1 below) therefore rule out existence of noncon-
stant ground states with interface having both ends directed in the set D. Our Theorem 1.1
therefore shows that under a natural differentiability assumption, there can be no noncon-
stant ground states with an interface directed in any deterministic direction.
2.4 BKS midpoint problem
The following problem arose from the Benjamini-Kalai-Schramm work on sublinear variance
in Bernoulli FPP, and has become known as a “missing lemma.”
Question 1. Is it true that
P(⌊n/2⌋e1 is in a geodesic from 0 to ne1)→ 0? (2.3)
The authors wanted to verify this to control the influence of edge-weights for the random
variable T = T (0, ne1). Specifically, it would help them to use an inequality of Talagrand
that roughly gives a logarithmic improvement to Efron-Stein variance bounds in settings
where each underlying variable has small influence on the variable in question. They were
not able to solve this question, and got around it by using an averaged version of T instead.
This problem is still not solved, but our theorems give a conditional positive answer given
the assumption that the boundary of the limiting shape is differentiable. A similar result
would hold with e1 replaced by any deterministic vector.
Theorem 2.1. Assume A1’ or A2’. Further, for θ = 0, assume (2.1) and (2.2). Then
(2.3) holds.
Proof. Assume that lim supn P(⌊n/2⌋e1 is in a geodesic from 0 to ne1) > 0. Then by trans-
lation invariance,
P(0 is in a geodesic from ⌊−n/2⌋e1 to ⌈n/2⌉e1 for infinitely many n) > 0.
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Let A be this event intersected with the probability one event from Theorem 1.
On A, almost surely the limit of finite geodesics from 0 to ⌈n/2⌉e1 exists and is directed
in the sector S given by the angles of contact of the unique tangent line to the limit shape in
direction θ = 0 with the shape. If we let Γ be any subsequential limit near zero of geodesics
from ⌊−n/2⌋e1 to ⌈n/2⌉e1, then Γ is a bigeodesic with one end directed in S. This is a
contradiction to item 3 of Theorem 1.
3 Background and sketch of proofs
3.1 Previous results on geodesics
Work on infinite geodesics in FPP began with Wehr [27] and Wehr-Woo [28] in the ’90s. The
first work showed that there are either zero or infinitely many bigeodesics, and the second
showed that there are no bigeodesics confined to the upper half-plane. After this came the
work of Licea-Newman, to which we compare our results. Their theorems have now been
used in a large number of related models, with essentially no improvement (see [4, 10, 8, 12]
for a few).
Theorem 3.1 ([22, 23]). Suppose the distribution of (te) is i.i.d. and each te has continuous
distribution.
1. There is a deterministic set D ⊂ [0, 2π) whose complement has Lebesgue measure zero
such that the following holds. For fixed θ ∈ D,
P(there are two disjoint infinite geodesics in direction θ) = 0.
Furthermore, for each θ, θ′ ∈ D, almost surely, there is no bigeodesic with one end
directed in direction θ and the other directed in direction θ′.
2. Assume Eeαte <∞ for some α > 0. Further, assume that the limit shape B is uniformly
curved. Then almost surely, every infinite geodesic has an asymptotic direction and
P(for all θ, there is an infinite geodesic in direction θ) = 1.
As mentioned in Remark 2, although item 1 does not require a curvature assumption, it does
not give much information without item 2, which does need curvature. The set D was defined
indirectly, and so there is no useful characterization of it. Shortly after the publication of
the above result, Zerner [24, Theorem 1.5] showed that Dc can be taken to be countable.
We aim to improve the above results by (a) allowing distributions on (te) that are simply
translation-ergodic and (b) showing that D can be taken to be the entire set [0, 2π). In even
framing such results, we are faced with some complications. The main issue comes from the
theorem of Ha¨ggstro¨m-Meester [16, Theorem 1.3], which states that given a convex, compact
set in Rd which has the symmetries of Zd, there is a translation-ergodic model of FPP on Zd
with this set as its limit shape. In particular, there are two-dimensional models of FPP with
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limit shapes that are polygons. The theorems of Damron-Hanson [11] imply that for each
face of some such polygonal limit shapes, there is a geodesic asymptotically directed in the
sector corresponding to this face. It is reasonable to believe that one can construct models
in which the only infinite geodesics are these, and they are directed merely in sectors, but
not in directions θ (they wander across the sector). In fact, behavior for geodesics in some
stationary models that is quite different from that predicted in the i.i.d. case has already
been displayed; see [7] for an example with exactly one bigeodesic. So for such models, item
2 above would be false, and item 1 would not give any information.
So we are led to consider directedness in sectors and we might hope that the following
analogue of the Licea-Newman theorem holds: for each sector S, there is zero probability
that there are two disjoint infinite geodesics directed in S. However, this might also be
false, without extra assumptions. The reason is that it is reasonable that there exist other
translation-ergodic FPP models whose limit shapes are polygons, and which have infinite
geodesics directed toward the corners of the polygon (since these are “fast” directions). In
such a case, each face will have at least two infinite geodesics directed in its associated
sector. The solution to this is to assume that on each face of the limit shape, one has
differentiability of the boundary at the two endpoints. This is precisely our assumption for
our main theorems.
In the general translation-ergodic case, as mentioned above, Damron-Hanson [11] showed
existence of infinite geodesics that are directed in sectors corresponding to sides of the limit
shape; that is, in sectors of the form Sθ. However, they did not need a differentiability
assumption at the endpoints of the sector. They also showed forms of coalescence of these
directed geodesics, building coalescing trees of them which have no backward paths. Those
results did not address uniqueness. For example, it was possible that multiple disjoint
geodesic trees existed, all directed in the same sector. The main contribution of our work
is to complete the picture in the differentiable case, and this differentiability assumption, as
discussed earlier, may indeed be necessary.
One can ask if it is possible to show a uniqueness statement simultaneously in all direc-
tions. In other words, can one show that under a differentiability assumption, almost surely,
all geodesics directed in a sector coalesce, for all sectors simultaneously? Due to Remark 2,
this would be much closer to proving Conjecture 1. Unfortunately, this is almost certainly
false, as it is expected that there is a random, countable set of directions in which unique-
ness does not hold. It is in fact not difficult to show existence of these directions, given our
results, by considering competition interfaces. (See, for example, [15, Theorem 2.6], where
this is done for last-passage percolation.) The conclusion is that to rule out bigeodesics in all
directions at once, it is likely that more ideas are needed than arguing through uniqueness
of one-sided infinite geodesics.
3.2 Geodesics in related models
After the papers of Newman and coauthors in the ’90s, Howard and Newman introduced in
[19] a rotationally-invariant model called Euclidean FPP. This model is on a graph whose
vertices are the points of a Poisson point process and the limit shape is therefore a ball.
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Using this rotational symmetry, they were able to prove [20] non-existence of bigeodesics
and uniqueness of infinite geodesics in deterministic directions. The reason is that one can
still show that there is a deterministic set D ⊂ [0, 2π) as in Theorem 3.1, but in the Euclidean
model, it is a rotationally invariant set whose complement has measure zero. This implies
that D = [0, 2π). Apart from [11], we know of no other progress on directional geodesics in
undirected models.
Much more is known in some related directed models. In the exactly solvable last-
passage percolation model, one puts exponential or geometric weights on the vertices of the
first quadrant of Z2 and considers the maximal passage time of directed paths. The limiting
shape boundary for this model is given by an explicit formula, and is uniformly curved.
Using this fact and the techniques of Licea-Newman, it was shown by Ferrari-Pimentel [12]
that there are uncountably many infinite geodesics, one in each direction. From this, one can
show absence of bigeodesics in deterministic directions. Further work was done by Coupier
in [9].
In 2014, a theory of infinite geodesics for last-passage percolation (LPP) with general
weights was given by Georgiou-Rassoul-Agha-Seppa¨la¨inen [14, 15] that parallels the one
developed by Damron-Hanson in [11] for FPP. Using directedness of paths, they were able
to go further than in [11], proving uniqueness of infinite geodesics and absence of bigeodesics
in deterministic directions. The main tool they used (which was missing in FPP) is a
monotonicity for Busemann functions, which comes from a “paths crossing” trick initially
due to Alm [1] and Alm and Wierman [2] in the late ’90s. (We note that monotonicity
properties of Busemann functions were also derived by Cator-Pimentel in 2011 [8] in an
exactly solvable model.) The non-directedness is precisely the main issue that we must deal
with in this paper – the majority of our arguments serve to order geodesics and give a useful
definition of a left-most and right-most geodesic.
3.3 Sketch of proofs
We give the idea of the proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 2 follows from standard arguments.
Given θ ∈ [π/4, π/2] such that the limit shape boundary is differentiable at vθ, the point
in direction θ, we define the sector Sθ as in the last section: it is the sector of angles of
contact with B of the tangent line to B in direction θ. The main idea of the proof is to make
a definition of a left-most and right-most infinite geodesic directed in Sθ from each point.
From a point x, we label these geodesics by ΓLx and Γ
R
x . For the proof, our definition must
satisfy the following properties for ∗ = L,R:
1. Γ∗0 is asymptotically directed in Sθ.
2. If y ∈ Γ∗0, then Γ
∗
y is the segment of Γ
∗
0 from y onward.
3. For distinct x, y, the paths Γ∗x and Γ
∗
y coalesce.
Establishing these properties is the main difficulty in the argument, and this is really where
the undirectedness of the model causes problems. The construction and properties of ex-
tremal geodesics is done in Section 4.
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Once we have extremal geodesics, we can define Busemann functions for them. For
x, y ∈ Z2 and ∗ = L,R, we define
B∗(x, y) = lim
n
[T (x, xn)− T (y, xn)] ,
where x1, x2, . . . is the sequence of vertices on Γ
∗
0. Property 3 above implies that we could
also make this definition using Γ∗z for any other z, and get the same limiting function. Using
this property and the ergodic theorem, we can show that
B∗(0, x) = f ∗(x) + o(‖x‖1) as x→∞
for some linear functional f ∗.
The next step is to relate to extremal upper half-plane geodesics, which we also construct
in Section 4. These geodesics Γ∗x,H can be shown (in Proposition 4.10) to be equal to Γ
∗
x for
a positive density of x on the boundary of the half-plane. Using this fact, we can show that
the half-plane Busemann functions B∗H have the same asymptotic behavior as the full-plane
B∗.
For the half-plane Busemann functions, we can prove a type of monotonicity (similar to
the one known in LPP) in Section 5. Namely, if we define
∆H(x, y) = B
L
H(x, y)−B
R
H(x, y),
then one has ∆H(0, e1) ≤ 0 almost surely. This comes from the “paths crossing” argument.
However, if ΓL0,H 6= Γ
R
0,H with positive probability, uniqueness of passage times implies in
Proposition 5.1 that E∆H(0, e1) < 0 and by the ergodic theorem,
lim inf
n
∆H(0, ne1)/n < 0.
(This part of the argument is analogous to the LPP case [15, Theorem 2.1(iii)].) Because
B∗H(x) = f
∗
H(x) + o(‖x‖1) for some linear functional f
∗
H , we deduce that
fLH 6= f
R
H .
On the other hand, using our differentiability assumption, we derive in Proposition 5.2
that in fact fLH = f
R
H , giving a contradiction. Therefore Γ
L
0,H = Γ
R
0,H almost surely, and in
Proposition 4.10, we argue the same for the full-plane geodesics. Since the extremal geodesics
coincide, we deduce uniqueness; that is, all infinite geodesics directed in Sθ coalesce.
To move from uniqueness to absence of bigeodesics, we consider the union of all infinite
geodesics that are directed in Sθ. This union forms a tree whose vertex set is Z
2 and
whose edge set consists of all geodesics Γ∗x for x ∈ Z
2 and ∗ = L or R. We appeal to a
mass-transport type result established in Damron-Hanson [11] to deduce that any such tree
cannot have infinite backward paths. In other words, no infinite geodesic directed in Sθ is a
subpath of a bigeodesic with one end directed in Sθ, and this completes the proof.
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4 Ordering geodesics
4.1 Topological preliminaries
From this point on, by symmetry we will take θ ∈ [π/4, π/2] and recall our assumptions that
1. ∂B is differentiable at vθ and
2. ∂B is differentiable at vθ1 and vθ2 , where θ1 and θ2 are the endpoints of the sector of
angles of contact of B with the unique tangent line to B at vθ.
Recall that by symmetry and differentiability,
0 < θ1 ≤ θ2 < π.
This ensures that each infinite geodesic directed in S only intersects L0 = {(x, 0) : x ∈ Z}
finitely often, and therefore eventually remains on one side of it.
We will need the following result, which follows from [11, Corollary 1.3].
Proposition 4.1. There exist sequences of sectors (ΘLn), (Θ
R
n ) in (0, π) such that, almost
surely, there exist sequences (ΓLn) and (Γ
R
n ) of infinite geodesics in Z
2 starting from 0, with
each Γ∗n directed in Θ
∗
n for ∗ = L,R. Moreover,
1. inf ΘRn+1 > supΘ
R
n and supΘ
L
n+1 < inf Θ
L
n for all n and
2. inf ΘRn → θ1 and supΘ
L
n → θ2.
Proof. In [11], it is shown that if v, w are extreme points of B and Θ is a sector of angles
between them, there is an infinite geodesic directed in Θ. In our case, ∂B is differentiable at
each vθi , the endpoints of the sector S, so we can find sequences of extreme points converging
to each vθi from outside S. So we can apply the result of [11] in sectors converging to each
θi as in the statement.
It is important to note that the conditions stated in the previous proposition indeed
comprise an event. In other words, given a sector Θ, the set of passage-time configurations
for which there is an infinite geodesic from 0 directed in Θ is measurable. This follows from
arguments similar to those in [24, Appendix A]. One caveat, however, is that the geodesics
ΓLn and Γ
R
n constructed in [11] are on a larger probability space, and the arguments therein
do not directly allow them to be defined in a (te)-measurable manner. This potential lack of
measurability is not important for the following arguments, as we will always fix an outcome
ω and choose the geodesics arbitrarily.
In what follows, we will make use of the first-passage model on the half-plane H, whose
vertices form the set
VH = {(x, y) ∈ Z
2 : y ≥ 0}
and whose edges form the set EH of nearest-neighbor edges. Let TH = TH(x, y) be the
half-plane passage time for x, y ∈ VH with ΓH(x, y) the unique half-plane geodesic from x to
y. We extend the various notions of directedness to H in the obvious way.
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Proposition 4.2. The statement of Proposition 4.1 holds on H.
Proof. Fix a choice of n and recall the sequences of geodesics and sectors from Proposition
4.1. We will show that there is a sector ΘH,Ln lying between Θ
L
n and Θ
L
n+1 and a half-
plane geodesic ΓH,Ln starting from 0 directed in Θ
H,L
n . Specifically, we will take Θ
H,L
n =
[inf ΘLn+1, supΘ
L
n ]. This (combined with an identical argument for Γ
H,R
n ) suffices to establish
the proposition.
Γ1
x y
Γ2
0
✈z
ΓH(0, mvφ) [mvφ]✈
Γ
Figure 1: Illustration of the argument of Proposition 4.2. The half-plane infinite geodesics
Γ1 and Γ2 are directed in ΘLn and Θ
L
n+1. The region between them in the upper half-plane is
denoted R. Γ is an infinite geodesic that stays in the upper half-plane and touches z, which
is a vertex that is not in R or its boundary. Since z is also in ΓH(0, mvφ) (in bold), and this
geodesic must cross back into R to reach mvφ.
See Figure 1 for a depiction of the following argument. Since ΓLn has a last intersection
with L0, we see that some vertex on L0 has positive probability to have a half-plane geodesic
directed in ΘLn . (Again, by measurability arguments in [24, Appendix A], this condition
defines an event.) By the ergodic theorem, there almost surely exist x to the left of 0 and
y to the right of 0 and Γ1, Γ2 infinite geodesics in H starting at x and y (respectively) and
directed in ΘLn and Θ
L
n+1 (respectively).
Now look on the event that (a) there exist x and y as above and (b) all distinct finite
paths have distinct passage times. Choose an angle φ in (supΘLn+1, inf Θ
L
n), and let Γ be a
subsequential limit of (ΓH(0, nvφ))n≥1. We claim that Γ is directed in Θ
H,L
n . Suppose to the
contrary that there were some ǫ > 0 and infinitely many vertices z ∈ Γ with
arg z /∈ [inf ΘLn+1 − ǫ, supΘ
L
n + ǫ] .
Now, let P be the simple path formed by the union of Γ1,Γ2, and the segment of the e1-axis
between x and y, and let R be the component of R2 \P which contains all but finitely many
{nvφ}.
By the definition of Γ, there is a vertex z ∈ (R2 \ (R∪P )) and a value of m such that (a
vertex within distance 1 of) mvφ lies in R and z ∈ ΓH(0, mvφ). In particular, the segment of
Γ(0, mvφ) from z to mvφ connects R to the other component of R
2 \P and so must intersect
P . This contradicts uniqueness of passage times.
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As a consequence, we have the following global results on directionality. For the remainder
of this section, we work on the event
X , defined by the following conditions: (4.1)
1. for all n and x ∈ L0, there exist infinite geodesics Γ
∗
n and Γ
H,∗
n for ∗ = L,R from x
that are directed in Θ∗n and Θ
H,∗
n (the second sequence consists of half-plane infinite
geodesics), and
2. all distinct finite paths have distinct passage times.
Corollary 4.3. For ω ∈ X , the following holds. Let x1, x2, . . . be any (random) sequence in
Z2 which is asymptotically directed in S with xn → ∞. Then for each x ∈ Z
2, any subse-
quential limit of the finite geodesics (Γ(x, xn)) is asymptotically directed in S. If additionally
each xi and x is in VH , then any subsequential limit of (ΓH(x, xn)) is asymptotically directed
in S.
Proof. For simplicity, we give the proof in the case x = 0; otherwise, similar arguments
apply. Let Γ be a subsequential limit of (Γ(x, xn)) and write the vertices of Γ in order as
0, y1, y2, . . .. Suppose that (arg yn) has a limit point in S
c with distance ǫ to S. We first
consider the setting of Z2. See Figure 2 for a depiction of the following argument.
✈
z
ΓRΓL
✈yk
✈xn
Γ
Figure 2: Illustration of the argument of Corollary 4.3. The infinite geodesics ΓL and ΓR are
directed in ΘL and ΘR. R is the region between them and contains all but finitely many xn.
Γ is subsequential limit of the Γ(0, xn)’s and contains a yk which is not in R or its boundary.
The finite geodesic Γ(0, xn) (in bold) contains yk but must then cross into R to touch xn.
By definition of X , we may find geodesics ΓL and ΓR directed in sectors ΘL ⊂ (θ2, π)
and ΘR ⊂ (0, θ1) such that each angle in Θ
L ∪ΘR is at most distance ǫ/2 away from S. The
paths ΓL and ΓR split at some vertex z; let P be the simple path formed by the union of ΓL
from z onward and ΓR from z onward. Let R be the component of R2 \ P which contains
all but finitely many of x1, x2, . . .. Then there must be a vertex yk contained in the other
component of R2 \ P denoted Rˆ. Then we can choose n large enough that Γ(0, xn) contains
both xn, a vertex of R, and yk, a vertex of Rˆ. This contradicts uniqueness of passage times.
Now consider the case of H. By definition of X , we may find ΓLH and Γ
H
R starting at 0,
directed in sectors ΘLH ⊆ (θ2, π) and Θ
R
H ⊆ (0, θ1) such that each angle in Θ
L
H ∪ Θ
R
H is at
most distance ǫ/2 away from S. From here, the proof is identical to the preceding case.
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A statement of the same feel as Corollary 4.3 is below. We will need it to ensure that
certain subpaths of infinite geodesics stay in the upper half-plane. Specifically, it will control
the number of “backtracks” that a geodesic can make into the lower half-plane. Let Ln =
L0 + ne2 = {(x, n) : x ∈ Z}.
Corollary 4.4. There exists ǫ > 0 such that the following holds with probability one for each
k ≥ 0. For all large n, 
 ⋃
y∈Lǫ(n)
out0(y)

 ∩ Lk = ∅,
where outz(w) is the set of vertices u in Z
2 which have w ∈ Γ(z, u) and
Lǫ(n) = {x ∈ Ln : arg x ∈ [θ1 − ǫ, θ2 + ǫ]}.
An identical statement holds replacing out0(w) with out
H
0 (w) := {u ∈ Z
2 : w ∈ ΓH(0, u)}.
Proof. See Figure 3 for an illustration of the following argument. First consider Z2. From
definition of X , choose ǫ > 0 such that there are sectors SL ⊂ (θ2+ ǫ, π) and S
R ⊂ (0, θ1− ǫ)
such that with probability one, there are infinite geodesics ΓR and ΓL starting at 0 and
directed in SR and SL respectively. ΓR has a last intersection xR with Lk and Γ
L has a
last intersection xL with Lk. Note that the portions Γ1 of Γ
L and Γ2 of Γ
R from xL and xR
onward lie on or above Lk and x
L is not strictly to the right of xR. Then Γ1 and Γ2 split
this shifted half-plane into three regions: R1 to the left of Γ1, R2 between Γ1 and Γ2, and
R3 to the right of Γ3.
R1 R2 R3
Γ1
Γ2
xL xRP
Lk
LN ′
y
0
✈ ✈
✈
✈
Figure 3: Depiction of the argument of Corollary 4.3. The infinite geodesics Γ1 and Γ2 and
directed in sectors SL ⊂ (θ2+ ǫ, π) and S
R ⊂ (0, θ1− ǫ). Their last intersections with Lk are
xL and xR. The regions composing the complement of Γ1 and Γ2 in the upper half-plane are
R1, R2, and R3. The portion of Lk between x
L and xR is denoted P (it could be empty).
The intersection of LN ′ with R2 is contained in Lǫ(N
′); that is, the points have angle within
ǫ of Sθ. N
′ is chosen so large that no geodesic from 0 to a vertex of P intersects LN ′ .
The region R2 has as boundary the curves Γ1, Γ2, and possibly a line segment of Lk
called P between xL and xR. (P might be empty if xL = xR.) Define C to be the union of
all vertices in any geodesic between 0 and a vertex of P . Note that by uniqueness of passage
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times, C is finite, so we can define N to be the maximal e2-coordinate of any vertex in C.
Choose a further N ′ ≥ N such that for n ≥ N ′, the set Lǫ(n) is contained in R2. Then each
out0(y) for y ∈ Lǫ(n) must be contained in R2, for if not, a geodesic from 0 must touch y
and then intersect either Γ1 or Γ2 (and contradict uniqueness of passage times) or P , which
is impossible since n ≥ N ′.
Now consider H. X again gives the existence of geodesics ΓLH , Γ
R
H starting at 0 directed
in sectors ΘL ⊆ (θ2, π) and Θ
R ⊆ (0, θ1). As in the case of Z
2 above, the union of the
segments of ΓLH and Γ
R
H after their last intersection forms a simple path which splits the
shifted half-plane into three disjoint regions (note that in this case we do not need to use
a segment of the e1-axis as part of the curve). The remainder of the argument proceeds
identically.
4.2 Definition of ordering
We continue considering only ω ∈ X , defined in (4.1). Let G(x) (respectively GH(x)) be the
set of infinite geodesics from x ∈ Z2 (respectively half-plane infinite geodesics from x ∈ VH)
that are directed in S. We define an ordering on both
G :=
⋃
x∈Z2
G(x) and GH :=
⋃
x∈VH
GH(x)
as follows. Two infinite geodesics Γ,Γ′ directed in S are said to be ordered as Γ ≺ Γ′ if Γ′ is
“asymptotically to the left” of Γ. That is, Γ ≺ Γ′ if for all large n, the left-most intersection
of Γ′ with Ln occurs to the left of or at the left-most intersection of Γ with Ln.
Lemma 4.5. The relation ≺ defines a total ordering on each of G and GH . That is, the
following statements hold for Γ,Γ′, and Γ′′ infinite geodesics directed in S.
1. Γ ≺ Γ′ or Γ′ ≺ Γ,
2. If Γ ≺ Γ′ and Γ′ ≺ Γ, then Γ and Γ′ coalesce, and
3. If Γ ≺ Γ′ and Γ′ ≺ Γ′′, then Γ ≺ Γ′′.
Strictly speaking, these conditions define a total order on equivalence classes of geodesics,
where two geodesics are identified if they coalesce.
Proof. Statement 3 is obvious, so we prove only 1 and 2. It suffices to prove that if Γ and
Γ′ do not coalelsce, then Γ ≺ Γ′ or Γ′ ≺ Γ (but not both). By uniqueness of passage times,
the fact that Γ and Γ′ do not coalesce implies that they intersect only finitely often. Since
they are directed in S, we can find N such that the following hold: (a) the last intersection
x of Γ with LN is (say) strictly to the left of the last intersection x
′ of Γ′ with LN and (b)
the portion of Γ from x onward and the portion of Γ′ from x′ onward do not intersect and
they lie in the half-space ∪n≥NLn.
See Figure 4 for an illustration of the following argument. For n ≥ N , let xn (respectively
x′n) be the left-most intersection of Γ (respectively Γ
′) with the line Ln. Choose N
′ ≥ N
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LN
Ln
✈
x′
Γ′
✈
x′n
✈
x
Γ
✈
xn
Figure 4: Depiction of the argument of Lemma 4.5. The last intersection x of Γ with LN
is strictly to the left of the last intersection x′ of Γ′ with LN . The path P
′ consists of the
portion of Γ′ from x′ to x′n and the part of Ln to the left of x
′
n. The path Γ from x onward
must cross P and must do so to the left of x′n.
such that for n ≥ N ′, the portions of Γ from x to xn and Γ
′ from x′ to x′n lie in ∪m>NLm
except for the initial point. We claim that for n ≥ N ′, xn is strictly to the left of x
′
n. To see
why, let P ′ be the path consisting of the union of the portion of Γ′ from x′ to x′n with the
portion of Ln to the left of x
′
n. Now the portion of Γ from x+ (1/2)e2 onward begins in the
region between P ′ and the LN , but it must reach infinity in the sector S. Therefore it must
cross P ′, but it cannot touch Γ′, so it intersects Ln strictly to the left of x
′
n. Since this is
true for all n ≥ N ′, Γ ≺ Γ′.
Remark 4. An equivalent characterization of the ordering is as follows. One has Γ ≺ Γ′
if and only if for all large n, the first intersection of Γ′ with Ln is to the left or at the first
intersection of Γ with Ln. The proof is similar to the above.
Remark 5. A similar proof also shows the following, which we will use later. Let Γ and Γ′
be infinite geodesics in Z2 that are directed in S and start at the same vertex in L0. Suppose
that for some 1 ≤ n < n′, the following hold:
1. the left-most intersection of Γ with Ln is strictly to the left of the left-most intersection
of Γ′ with Ln and
2. the left-most intersection of Γ′ with Ln′ is strictly to the left of the left-most intersection
of Γ with Ln′.
Then one of the following two must be true: (a) the portion of Γ from its left-most intersection
with Ln to its left-most intersection with Ln′ touches L0 or (b) the portion of Γ
′ from its left-
most intersection with Ln to its left-most intersection with Ln′ touches L0.
Remark 6. If one defines an ordering ≺R on geodesics directed in S by Γ ≺R Γ
′ if for all
large n, the right-most intersection of Γ with Ln is equal or to the right of the right-most
intersection of Γ′ with Ln, then Γ ≺R Γ
′ if and only if Γ′ ≺ Γ.
The claim in Remark 6 is proved as follows. Suppose that Γ ≺R Γ
′ but that Γ 6= Γ′.
By replacing these paths with the portions from the last intersection with L0, we may
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assume they lie entirely in the upper half-plane. Now choose n large so that the right-most
intersection wRn of Γ with Ln is strictly to the right of the right-most intersection of Γ
′ with
Ln. If the left-most intersection w
L
n of Γ with Ln is strictly to the left of the left-most
intersection of Γ′ with Ln, then we build a curve P by concatenating the portion of Ln to
the left of wLn with the portion of Γ from w
L
n to w
R
n and the portion of Ln to the right of w
R
n .
Then P does not intersect Γ′ but separates the e1-axis from infinity in the upper half-plane,
and this is a contradiction.
4.3 Existence of extremal geodesics
Again, we work with ω in X from (4.1). For n ≥ 0, let Vx(n) (respectively Vx,H(n)) be the
set of vertices in Ln which are also in some element of G(x) (respectively GH(x)). Let v
L
x (n)
and vRx (n) (respectively v
L
x,H(n) and v
R
x,H(n)) be the left-most and right-most points of Vx(n)
(respectively Vx,H(n)).
Lemma 4.6. The sets (V0(n) : n ≥ 1) are almost surely finite. Moreover, any sequence (xn)
with xn ∈ V0(n) is directed in S.
Proof. We make use of particular geodesics from the definition of X . Find ε > 0, sectors
SL ⊂ (θ2 + ǫ, π) and S
R ⊆ (0, θ1 − ǫ), and infinite geodesics Γ
L, ΓR starting at 0, directed
in SL and SR (respectively). Note that ΓR and ΓL have some last intersection point p; let
P denote the doubly infinite simple curve formed by concatenating the segments of ΓR and
ΓL beginning at p.
See Figure 5 for an illustration of the following argument. Assume for the sake of con-
tradiction that there is some n ≥ 1 such that |V0(n)| is infinite. In particular, if we let x
(respectively y) denote the leftmost (respectively rightmost) vertex of (ΓL ∪ ΓR) ∩ Ln and
[x, y] the segment of Ln between them, then there is some z /∈ [x, y] and an infinite geodesic
Γ ∋ z directed in S and starting at 0. Writing Γ = (0 = z0, z1, . . .), note that Γ is identical
with ΓL (ΓR) up to some first branching point zkL (zkR). Letting k = max{k
L, kR}, note
that by construction z appears in Γ after zk. By uniqueness of geodesics, the segment Γ
′ of
Γ beginning at z cannot intersect P .
ChooseM > ‖p‖∞+‖z‖∞ such that, for allm > M , each x
L ∈ ΓL (respectively xR ∈ ΓR)
lying on the boundary ∂[−m,m]2 of [−m,m]2 has arg(xL) ∈ (θ2+ǫ, π) (respectively arg(x
R) ∈
(0, θ1 − ǫ)). In particular, for all m > M and all x ∈ Lm with arg x ∈ (θ1 − ǫ/2, θ2 + ǫ/2),
the ray {x+ αe2 : α ≥ 0} is disjoint from P .
Since Γ′ is directed in S, there is some m > M and zℓ ∈ Lm ∩ Γ
′ with arg zℓ ∈ (θ1 −
ǫ/2, θ2+ ǫ/2). We will see that this is a contradiction, as Γ
′ is blocked from reaching zℓ. This
will follow once we show that for all K > M , the path Γ′ exits [−K,K]2 before reaching zℓ.
Fix such K and construct a Jordan P ′ from P as follows. Let x′, y′ denote the first
intersections of the two ends of the path P with ∂[−K,K]2, where arg x′ ∈ (0, θ1 − ǫ) and
arg y′ ∈ (θ2+ ǫ, π). Then P
′ is defined as the concatenation of the segment of P from x′ to y′
with the clockwise path along ∂[−K,K]2 from y′ to x′. P ′ divides R2 into two components.
By the choice of M , zℓ lies in the bounded component, as the ray {zℓ+αe2 : α ≥ 0} crosses
P ′ exactly once along the top side of [−K,K]2.
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✈0
L0
Ln
Lm
∂[−K,K]2
ΓL ΓR
✈
y
✈
x
✈
z
✈p
✈
y′
✈
x′
✈
zℓ
Γ′
Figure 5: Depiction of the argument of Lemma 4.6. The infinite geodesics ΓL and ΓR start
at 0, split at p, and are directed in SL and SR. The left and rightmost intersections of their
union with Ln are x and y. z is a vertex of V0(n) outside of the interval [x, y], and Γ
′ is
the portion from z of and infinite geodesic Γ starting from 0 that contains z. Γ′ must touch
the vertex zℓ, which is in the region between Γ
L and ΓR, but since it cannot cross the other
geodesics, it must leave the box before doing so.
On the other hand, z lies in the unbounded component, since {z+α(z−x) : α ≥ 0} does
not intersect P ′. In particular, since it connects vertices in distinct components, Γ′ must
intersect P ′ before zℓ. On the other hand, Γ
′ cannot intersect P , so this intersection point
must happen on ∂[−K,K]2.
The proof of the second claim is similar, so we will only specify the differences in the
argument. Assume there exists some ǫ > 0 and a sequence (xnk) with xnk ∈ V0(nk) and
arg(xnk) /∈ (θ1 − 2ǫ, θ2 + 2ǫ) for all k. Using the definition of X as before, we can find a Γ
R
asymptotically directed in some sector SR ⊆ (θ1 − ǫ, θ1) and Γ
L in SL ⊆ (θ2, θ2 + ǫ).
We now choose some large k and a z ∈ V0(nk) lying either to the left or to the right
of the intersections of ΓL, ΓR with Lnk , analogously to the previous case. Some geodesic Γ
starting at 0 must intersect z, then return to hit infinitely many vertices y with
arg y ∈ (θ1 − ǫ, θ2 + ǫ) \ (S
R ∪ SL) .
But by taking M large and considering arbitrary K > M , we see as before that Γ must exit
[−K,K]2 before hitting z, a contradiction.
In the next proposition, we construct the left- and right-most infinite geodesics directed
in S. Note that, although the geodesics from definition of X may not be (te)-measurable,
those constructed below are.
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Proposition 4.7. Almost surely, for each x ∈ Z2, the limits ΓLx = limn Γ(x, v
L
x (n)) and
ΓRx = limn Γ(x, v
R
x (n)) exist and are directed in S. These geodesics satisfy the following
properties.
1. ΓLx is the unique maximal element of G(x) under the ordering ≺. Γ
R
x is similarly
minimal.
2. For ∗ = L,R, Γ∗x contains all but finitely many of (v
∗
x(n) : n ≥ 1).
3. For ∗ = L,R, if y ∈ Z2 is in Γ∗x, then Γ
∗
y is the portion of Γ
∗
x beginning at y.
4. ΓLx can be characterized as follows. Let (vk) be any sequence tending to infinity and
directed in S such that vk ∈ Lnk and vk is to the left or at v
L
0 (nk). Then limk Γ(0, vk) =
ΓL0 . A similar statement holds for Γ
R
x .
Similar statements hold for half-plane limits and the limiting geodesics.
Proof. Since the half-plane case is similar to (and easier than) the full-plane case, we con-
centrate on the latter.
Existence. This style of argument will be used a few times, so we provide the full details
here for ΓLx . Without loss of generality, we can assume that x = 0. We first show the
existence of the limiting geodesic ΓL0 . Note that there exists at least one subsequential
limiting geodesic Γ = limk Γ(0, v
L
0 (nk)). Moreover, by Lemma 4.6, v
L
0 (nk) is directed in S,
so by Corollary 4.3, Γ is directed in S.
Assume that there were another subsequential limit Γ′ = limℓ Γ(0, v
L
0 (mℓ)) 6= Γ, which
must also be directed in S. By Lemma 4.5, we may assume without loss of generality that
Γ ≺ Γ′. Fix some N such that, for all n ≥ N , the following hold.
1. the leftmost point of Γ′ ∩ Ln is strictly to the left of the leftmost point of Γ ∩ Ln
and, by Remark 4, the first intersection of Γ′ with Ln is strictly to the left of the first
intersection of Γ with Ln. Furthermore, (Γ ∩ Ln) ∩ (Γ
′ ∩ Ln) = ∅.
2. out0(y) ∩ L0 = ∅ for all y ∈ Lǫ(n) (by Corollary 4.4, from which the value of ǫ < π/4
is taken).
3. V0(n) ⊆ Lǫ(n), so (Γ ∩ Ln) ∪ (Γ
′ ∩ Ln) ⊆ Lǫ(n).
4. Each of Γ, Γ′ only intersect ∂[−n, n]2 in the top side.
Choose K large enough that if k ≥ K, then nk > N and that the geodesic Γ(0, v
L
0 (nk))
is identical with Γ up to the first intersection z of Γ with LN+1. Last, choose N
′ > nK such
that if n ≥ N ′, then Γ′ and Γ have their last intersections with LN+1 before leaving [−n, n]
2.
For each n > N ′, consider the Jordan curve P formed by the segment of Γ′ from its last
intersection y with L0 to its first intersection y
′ with Ln, the segment of the e1 axis from
the right side of y to the boundary of [−n, n]2, the segment of Ln from the right of y
′ to the
boundary of [−n, n]2, and the right side of [−n, n]2.
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vL0 (nK)
z
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✈
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Γ′
y′
L0
LN+1
LnK
LN ′
∂[−n, n]2
✈
Figure 6: Illustration of the argument of existence in Proposition 4.7. The Jordan curve P
consists of the portion of Γ′ from y to y′, which are the last intersection of Γ′ with L0 and the
first with Ln, and the portions of ∂[−n, n]
2 clockwise from y′ to y. The point z is the first
intersection of Γ with LN+1 and, following Γ from this point, we first intersect Ln strictly to
the right of y′. The leftmost point vL0 (nK) of V
L
0 (nK) is in the unbounded component of the
complement of P and Γ(0, vL0 (nK)), which agrees with Γ up to z, must leave the bounded
component of the complement of P from z to reach it.
We claim that z is in the interior of P . Indeed, traversing the segment of Γ forwards from
z, we never intersect Γ′ by assumption. So there is a first intersection with the boundary of
[−n, n]2 (along the top side), which must be to the right of y′ by item 1 above, so it is a point
of P . This is necessarily the first intersection with P by item 2. From here, continuing our
trajectory by moving straight in the positive e2 direction, we never re-intersect P , proving
we have passed into the exterior of P .
On the other hand, vL0 (nK) is in the exterior of P . To see why, first it cannot be in
∂[−n, n]2. Next if it were in Γ′, then we note that z is not in Γ′ by item 1, but z is in
Γ(0, vL0 (nK)), so this would contradict uniqueness of geodesics. Since Γ(z, v
L
0 (nK)) starts in
the interior of P , it must intersect P before vL0 (nK). But this intersection occurs on Ln by
uniqueness of geodesics. Since this is true for all n large, we see that vL0 (nK) /∈ Γ(z, v
L
0 (nK)),
a contradiction.
Property 1. Assume there were some Γ 6= ΓL0 with Γ
L
0 ≺ Γ. A construction identical to
that of the existence proof, with Γ here filling the role of Γ′ from that argument, shows that
ΓL0 will necessarily be isolated from infinitely many leftmost vertices, a contradiction.
Property 2. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there were infinitely many vL0 (n)’s
not lying on ΓL0 . By Lemma 4.6, the sequence v
L
0 (n) is asymptotically contained in Lǫ(n),
where ǫ is as in Corollary 4.4. So for infinitely many n, we can find Γ 6= ΓL0 with Γ ∋ v
L
0 (n)
but Γ ≺ ΓL0 . This implies by Remark 5 that Γ or Γ
L
0 must intersect L0 after intersecting Ln.
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In particular, for infinitely many large n we can find y ∈ Lǫ(n) such that out0(y) ∩ L0 6= ∅,
a contradiction.
Property 4. Let Γ be a subsequential limit of Γ(0, vk) and note that it is directed in S
since (vk) is. If it is not equal to Γ
L
0 , then by property 1, Γ
L
0 ≺ Γ. Now we use the same
argument as in the existence proof. To summarize, one chooses N so large that the leftmost
vertex wN of Γ in LN is strictly to the right of Γ
L
0 and out0(wN) does not touch L0. Then
one takes k so large that Γ(0, vk) agrees with Γ until wN . This contradicts uniqueness of
passage times, as Γ(0, vk) must pass from wN , which is to the right of Γ
L
0 , to vk, which is to
the left of ΓL0 .
Property 3. Assume for the sake of contradiction that for some y ∈ ΓL0 , Γ
L
y is not
identical to the terminal segment of ΓL0 . By the preceding work, we see that Γ
L
y is directed
in S, so either ΓLy ≺ Γ
L
0 or Γ
L
0 ≺ Γ
L
y . Because subsegments of geodesics are geodesics,
the terminal segment of ΓL0 is a geodesic from y directed in S; therefore, Γ
L
0 ≺ Γ
L
y . Let
ΓLy = (y = z1, z2, . . .).
By property 4, limk Γ(0, zk) = Γ
L
0 . Once again, choose k large enough so that Γ(0, zk)
agrees with Γ up to and one step beyond the point where Γ and ΓLy split. This contradicts
uniqueness of geodesics, as the segment of Γ(0, zk) from y to zk is a geodesic, but so is the
portion of ΓLy from y to zk, and they are different.
4.4 Coalescence of extremal geodesics
We begin with coalescence for extremal full-plane geodesics using the argument of Licea-
Newman. Since this has appeared so many times in the literature (in directed LPP geometric
weights [12], general weights [15], the Hammersley process [8], directed spanning forest [10],
and so on), we just give a sketch, but prove in detail one fact which is needed to use the
argument for extremal geodesics.
Proposition 4.8. With probability one, for each x, y ∈ Z2, ΓLx coalesces with Γ
L
y and Γ
R
x
coalesces with ΓRy .
Proof. The argument is simpler with unbounded weights, and an extension to weights which
obey assumptions A1’ or A2’ appeared in [11, Section 6]. So for ease of exposition, we
assume i.i.d. weights that are unbounded. Assume that with positive probability, ΓL0 and
ΓLx do not coalesce for some x ∈ Z
2. Then using the fact that these paths are directed in
S and the ergodic theorem, we can find x1, x2 ∈ L0 such that x1 is to the left of 0, x2 is
to the right of zero, and with positive probability, the paths ΓL0 ,Γ
L
x1
, and ΓLx2 (a) intersect
L0 only at their starting points and remain in the upper half-plane and (b) do not share
any vertices. On this event, one then uses either the i.i.d. assumption or the upward finite
energy condition to “modify” all edges connecting the interval [x1, x2] to L−1 to be so large
that no geodesic in Z2 uses these edges. This forces an event of positive probability on which
no infinite geodesics starting in the lower half-plane can intersect ΓL0 , due to the high-weight
barrier. One then completes the proof with a Burton-Keane argument, which shows that in
a large box, there is a volume-order number of such “isolated” infinite geodesics, but each
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must intersect the boundary of this box in a unique point, and this is a contradiction since
the size of the boundary of the box is smaller order than the volume.
To carry out this argument in our context, we need to know that when we increase the
edge-weights of the barrier, the left-most infinite geodesics of 0, x1, x2 do not change. A key
point is that the edges we modify are not in these geodesics. Thus we need to verify:
Lemma 4.9. With probability one, the following holds. Let f be an edge and for r ≥ 0,
denote by t(r) the configuration which agrees with (te) except at f , where it takes the value
r. Then if f is not in the geodesic ΓL0 in configuration (te) and r ≥ tf , one has Γ
L
0 ((te)) =
ΓL0 (t(r)).
Proof. Denote by ΓL0 (r) the left-most infinite geodesic from 0 in S in the configuration t(r)
and assume that it does not equal ΓL0 . First of all, Γ
L
0 is still an infinite geodesic directed
in S in the weights t(r), so if ΓL0 (r) 6= Γ
L
0 , we must have Γ
L
0 (r) ≺ Γ
L
0 strictly. Next, f
cannot be contained in ΓL0 (r), or else this path would be a geodesic in the original weights
(te) and this contradicts the extremality of Γ
L
0 . By property 4 of Proposition 4.7, one has
ΓL0 = limk Γ(0, zk), where z1, z2, . . . are the vertices of Γ
L
0 (r). But now we choose N so large
that vL0 (N) is not contained in Γ
L
0 (r) and out0(v
L
0 (N)) ∩ (L0 ∪ f) = ∅ (by Corollary 4.4).
Let k be so large that Γ(0, zk) agrees with Γ
L
0 up to v
L
0 (N). Then Γ(0, zk) contains v
L
0 (N)
and since it is a geodesic in the original weights (te), it must remain one in t(r) (as r ≥ tf
and it does not contain f). This contradicts uniqueness of passage times, as Γ(0, zk) and the
portion of ΓL0 (r) from 0 to zk must have the same passage time in the original weights.
We wish to show that for all x, y ∈ L0, the geodesics Γ
L
x,H and Γ
L
y,H coalesce. To do this,
we first show:
Proposition 4.10. On the positive probability event that ΓL0 has all its vertices in VH , almost
surely ΓL0 = Γ
L
0,H . A similar statement holds for right-most geodesics.
Proof. We prove only the first; the second is similar. Almost surely, the geodesic ΓL0 is
directed in S. Since θ1 > 0 and θ2 < π, there must be a last intersection point w of Γ
L
0
with L0. Then Γ
L
w is the portion of Γ
L
0 from w onward, so Γ
L
w has only vertices in VH . By
horizontal translation invariance, P(A0) > 0, where A0 is the event
A0 = {Γ
L
0 has only vertices in VH}.
For ω ∈ A0, the path Γ
L
0 is an infinite geodesic in H, so if we denote by vn the left-most
intersection point of ΓL0 with Ln, then vn = v
L
0 (n) for all large n and so the point v
L
0,H(n)
cannot be to the right of vn. However, since Γ
L
0,H contains all but finitely many vertices
vL0,H(n) and is directed in S (by Proposition 4.7), the sequence (v
L
0,H(n)) is directed in S. So
property 4 of Proposition 4.7 implies that limn Γ(0, v
L
0,H(n)) = Γ
L
0 .
If vn = v
L
0,H(n) for infinitely many n, then Γ
L
0 = Γ
L
0,H , so assume otherwise. Then there
is N = N(ω) such that if n ≥ N , then vL0,H(n) is strictly to the left of vn (and therefore
vL0,H(n) /∈ Γ
L
0 ). Further increase N so that (as (vn) is directed in S), by Corollary 4.4, the set
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out0(vN ) does not intersect L0. Now find n large enough so that Γ(0, v
L
0,H(n)) agrees with
ΓL0 up to vN . Then Γ(0, v
L
0,H(n)) is in the upper half-plane, but contains vN , which is not a
vertex on ΓL0,H , and this last path begins with the unique geodesic from 0 to v
L
0,H(n) in the
upper half-plane. This is a contradiction to uniqueness of passage times.
Now we can give the coalescence result.
Proposition 4.11. Almost surely, for all x, y ∈ VH , Γ
L
x,H coalesces with Γ
L
y,H and Γ
R
x,H
coalesces with ΓRy,H .
Proof. Again, we prove only for left-most geodesics. Let x, y ∈ L0. By the ergodic theorem,
one can find z1, z2 ∈ L0 such that z1 is to the left of both x and y, and z2 is to the right of
both x and y, such that ΓLz1 = Γ
L
z1,H
and ΓLz2 = Γ
L
z2,H
. Since both ΓLz1 and Γ
L
z2
coalesce, so do
ΓLz1,H and Γ
L
z2,H
. By planarity then, ΓLx,H must intersect one of Γ
L
z1,H
or ΓLz2,H . However, item
3 from Proposition 4.7 implies that ΓLx,H coalesces with both Γ
L
z1,H
and ΓLz2,H . The same is
true for ΓLy,H , so they must coalesce together.
A similar trapping argument gives coalescence for x, y ∈ VH . Pick N1 > max{x ·e2, y ·e2}
and N2 > max{|x · e1|, |y · e1|}. Since Γ
L
0,H is directed in S, it has finitely many intersections
with D := ∪N1k=0Lk. So pick b > 0 such that with positive probability, Γ
L
0,H intersects D
only in the box [−b, b]2. By the ergodic theorem, there are infinitely many z ∈ L0 (in both
directions from 0) such that ΓLz,H intersects D only in [−b, b]
2 + z. Choose such a z on the
left of −N2 − b and such a z
′ on the right of N2 + b. Then Γ
L
z,H and Γ
L
z′,H coalesce and trap
both ΓLx,H and Γ
L
y,H .
5 Equality of left and right-most geodesics
Here we prove asymptotics for Busemann differences. Due to the last section, we can define
the half-plane Busemann function
BLH(x, y) = lim
n
[TH(x, yn)− TH(y, yn)] for x, y ∈ VH ,
where the vertices of ΓL0,H are 0, y1, y2, . . ., in order. This limit exists by monotonicity for
y = y0:
TH(x, yn)− TH(y0, yn) = TH(x, yn) + TH(yn, yn+1)− TH(y0, yn+1)
≥ TH(x, yn+1)− TH(y, yn+1)
and for general y we use BLH(x, y) = B
L
H(x, y0) +B
L
H(y0, y). A similar definition is made for
BRH . Note that by coalescence, we can choose Γ
L
z,H instead of Γ
L
0,H for any z ∈ VH .
Now we define
∆H(x, y) = B
L
H(x, y)−B
R
H(x, y) for x, y ∈ VH .
Proposition 5.1. If P(ΓL0,H 6= Γ
R
0,H) > 0, then E∆H(0, e1) < 0.
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Proof. We first show that ∆H(0, e1) ≤ 0 almost surely. For this, we claim that Γ
R
0,H and
ΓLe1,H share a vertex. To see why, let n be such that Γ
L
e1,H
contains vL0,H(n), the left-most
vertex of V n0,H . Such an n exists because Γ
L
e1,H
and ΓL0,H coalesce. Consider the continuous
path P formed by following ΓLe1,H until v
L
0,H(n), and then proceeding to the left on Ln. Since
ΓR0,H is directed in S, it must cross P . It cannot cross Ln to the left of v
L
0,H(n), so it must
cross ΓLe1,H at some vertex z.
Let y be a vertex on ΓLe1,H beyond z and let y
′ be a vertex on ΓR0,H beyond z. Then
TH(0, y
′) + TH(e1, y) = TH(0, z) + TH(z, y
′) + TH(e1, z) + TH(z, y)
≥ TH(0, y) + TH(e1, y
′).
Rearranging and taking y, y′ → ∞ along their respective geodesics, we obtain BLH(0, e1) ≤
BRH(0, e1), or ∆H(0, e1) ≤ 0.
Next we must prove that since P has uniqueness of passage times, ∆H(0, e1) 6= 0 with
positive probability. This will complete the proof. If it were false, then by additivity,
∆H(0, ke1) = 0 for all k almost surely. Choose an integer b1 > 0 such that c := P(A(b1)) > 0,
where
A(b1) = {(Γ
L
0,H∆Γ
R
0,H) ∩ [−b1, b1]
2 6= ∅}.
Next, pick an integer b2 > 0 such that P(B(b1, b2)) > 1− c, where
B(b1, b2) = {(Γ
L
0,H ∪ Γ
R
0,H) ∩ (∪
b1
i=0Li) ⊂ [−b2, b2]× [0, b1]}.
Setting S to be the translation by e1, one has by translation invariance
P(A(b1) ∩ T
4b2B(b1, b2)) > 0.
On this event, there is an edge e in [−b1, b1]
2 which is in ΓL0,H but not in Γ
R
0,H . (It could
be in ΓR0,H but not in Γ
L
0,H , but the argument is similar.) This edge cannot be in Γ
L
4b2e1,H
due to occurrence of T 4b2B(b1, b2). We claim that this forces ∆H(0, 4b2e1) 6= 0, which is a
contradiction. Indeed, write z1 for the point of coalescence for Γ
L
0,H and Γ
L
4b2e1,H
and z2 for
the point of coalescence for ΓR0,H and Γ
R
4b2e1,H
. Then
∆H(0, 4b2e1) = TH(0, z1) + TH(4b2e1, z2)− [TH(0, z2) + TH(4b2e1, z1)] .
However only the geodesic between 0 and z1 contains e, so ∆H(0, 4b2e1) = 0 contradicts
uniqueness of passage times.
The preceding proposition is where the restriction to half-planes is really needed. Without
this restriction, the leftmost geodesic from e1 need not touch the rightmost from 0, so one
could not conclude ∆(0, e1) ≤ 0 almost surely.
Next, we use differentiability of the limit shape to show
Proposition 5.2. One has E∆H(0, e1) = 0. Therefore Γ
L
0,H = Γ
R
0,H almost surely.
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Proof. We start by showing a similar statement for the full-plane Busemann functions. We
will show that
EBL(0, e1) = EB
R(0, e1). (5.1)
The function x 7→ EB∗(0, x) is linear in x, so there is a vector ρ∗ ∈ R2 such that
EB∗(0, x) = ρ∗ · x for x ∈ Z2.
In fact, under our assumptions, one can replicate the proof of the shape theorem for Buse-
mann functions [11, Theorem 4.3] exactly to show that for each ǫ > 0,
P
(
|B∗(0, x)− ρ∗ · x| > ǫ‖x‖1 for infinitely many x ∈ Z
2
)
= 0. (5.2)
Label the last intersections of Γ∗0 with L0, L1, L2, . . . as x0, x1, x2, . . .. Then choose a subse-
quence (nk) such that xnk/g(xnk) converges to some vector z ∈ ∂B. By the shape theorem,
B∗(0, xnk)/‖xnk‖1 = T (0, xnk)/‖xnk‖1 → g(z) = 1.
On the other hand, by (5.2), this must converge to ρ∗ · z. Therefore
ρ∗ · z = 1.
To complement this equation, one has for all r ∈ B,
ρ∗ · r = lim
n
B∗(0, [nr])/n ≤ lim
n
T (0, [nr])/n = g(r) ≤ 1,
where [nr] is the integer point such that nr ∈ [nr] + [0, 1)2.
These two statements imply that the line
L∗ = {r ∈ R2 : r · ρ∗ = 1}
is a supporting line for the limit shape at z; that is, each point of the limit shape lies on one
side of the line, and the line touches the limit shape at z. Since the argument of z lies in
S, our assumed differentiability conditions imply that L∗ is equal to the tangent line to the
limit shape at vθ. In particular, ρ
L = ρR, meaning that (5.1) holds.
To derive the same statements for the half-plane Busemann functions, note that by the
ergodic theorem, limnB
∗
H(0, ne1)/n exists and is constant almost surely, so it suffices to
show that lim infn |B
∗
H(0, ne1) − ρ
∗ · ne1|/n = 0 on the positive probability event E that
Γ∗0 = Γ
∗
0,H . (Here we are using Proposition 4.10.) By the ergodic theorem, we can find an
infinite increasing sequence (ik : k ≥ 1) of positive integers such that ג
ikE occurs, where ג is
translation by e1. Then B
∗
H(0, ike1) = B
∗(0, ike1) and again by the ergodic theorem,
lim inf
n
|B∗H(0, ne1)− ρ
∗ · ne1|
n
≤ lim inf
k
|B∗H(0, ike1)− ρ
∗ · ike1|
ik
= lim inf
k
|B∗(0, ike1)− ρ
∗ · ike1|
ik
= 0.
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6 Proofs of main theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. We first show that with probability one, ΓL0 = Γ
R
0 for θ ∈ [π/4, π/2].
For ∗ = L and R, the geodesic Γ∗0 has a last intersection z
∗ with L0. By Proposition 4.10,
Γ∗z∗ = Γ
∗
z∗,H . But Γ
L
zL,H
= ΓR
zL,H
coalesces with ΓR
zR,H
= ΓR
zR
, so ΓL0 and Γ
R
0 coalesce, and this
implies they are equal.
We now prove that there is a unique geodesic directed in S starting from 0. Due to
Corollary 4.3, this will prove item 1. Define Γ0 = Γ
L
0 = Γ
R
0 . Assume Γ is any geodesic
directed in S starting from 0 which is not equal to Γ0. Since Γ0 is maximal and minimal
under the ordering ≺, we find that Γ0 ≺ Γ and Γ ≺ Γ0, so Γ = Γ0.
Item 2 holds because ΓLx coalesces with Γ
L
y . For item 3, build the directed geodesic graph
G = G(S) in sector S as follows. The vertices of G are the vertices of Z2. A directed edge
〈x, y〉 is in G if {x, y} is in Γx. Then G satisfies the conditions of [11, Remark 6.10], so for
each x ∈ Z2, one has #Cx <∞ with probability one, where
Cx = {y ∈ Z
2 : x ∈ Γy}.
Now, if there is a bigeodesic with an end directed in S with positive probability, then there
must exist a vertex x such that x is in such a bigeodesic with positive probability. Then there
are infinitely many vertices y such that one end of this bigeodesic starting from y contains x
and is directed in S. However, this end is an infinite geodesic directed in S, so it must equal
Γy, and therefore #Cx =∞. This event has probability zero.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (xn) be a sequence of points in Z
2 which is directed in S. For
x, y ∈ Z2, the sequences of finite geodesics (Γ(x, xn)) and (Γ(y, xn)) converge to Γx and Γy,
which coalesce at a point z, so we can find N such that for n ≥ N , both Γ(x, xn) and Γ(y, xn)
contain z. Then for n ≥ N , T (x, xn)− T (y, xn) = T (x, z)− T (y, z), so the limit in n exists.
To show the second statement, we can use exactly the same arguments as in the previous
section (paragraph of (5.2)). To recall, we note that x 7→ EB(0, x) is linear and so there is a
ρ ∈ R2 such that EB(0, x) = ρ · x for all x ∈ Z2. Now a shape theorem-type argument gives
for each ǫ > 0
P(|B(0, x)− ρ · x| > ǫ‖x‖1 for infinitely many x ∈ Z
2) = 0.
Again putting z1, z2, . . . as the first intersections of Γ
L
0 with L1, L2, . . ., choose a subsequence
(znk) so that znk/g(znk) converges to a vector z which has direction in S. Then as before,
ρ · z = 1 and for all r ∈ B, one has ρ · r ≤ 1. Under our differentiability assumption, this
means that {r : ρ · r = 1} is the supporting line for the limit shape at vθ.
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